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Morgan Polikoff, an associate professor at the University of Southern California’s
Rossier School of Education, said “the pat answer ... make math engaging and
challenging – and how to weave multiple ...
Student math scores touch off ‘five-alarm fire’ in California
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The mathematician and author talks about the exploitation of our feelings, cancel
culture, and why she believes JK Rowling is an example of ‘punching-down shame’ ...
Cathy O’Neil: ‘Big tech makes use of shame to profit from our interactions’
Investigative journalist and author of the book Race To the Bottom: Uncovering the
Secret Forces Destroying American Public Education, said he started to notice a
disturbing trend of special interest ...
Lack Of Attention Allowed Special Interests To Take Over Schools, Journalist Luke
Rosiak Says
In 1202, he published the book Liber Abaci—which is now spelled several different
ways—to teach modern math in the Late Middle ... But the modern ideas contained in
the age-old volume continue ...
Fibonacci’s Arithmetic Revolution
However, if you are going to do it anyway, Ryan North's new book How to Take Over
the World does have some interesting ideas about how ... makes it stay there? The
answer is a combination of ...
Can You Make a Hollow Metal Sphere So Big That It Floats?
It’s all about the snippets, really: brief snatches of conversation between Bates
students and their audiences — professors, staff, friends, parents, relatives and other
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loved ones — about new ideas ...
Slideshow: Hour by hour with Bates students at 2022 Mount David Summit
I needed stories to grasp the ideas. For example, he could have said: What is the
probability that two big adult life events will happen ... which means clear answers.
You can get no such clarity ...
Random Acts of Life
Dr. Dehaene has spent decades probing the evolutionary roots of our mathematical
instinct; this was the subject of his 1996 book ... Part of the answer, Dr. Dehaene
believes, might be our ...
Is Geometry a Language That Only Humans Know?
If you’re ready to take the next step in your entrepreneurial journey, here are 10
tried-and-true business ideas that will get ... “For simple math, let’s say you need to
publish 30 videos ...
10 Great Business Ideas That Will Make You Money in 2022
A mathematician by training (her first book, Weapons of Math Destruction ... she
calls a “principled taxonomy of shame” to try to answer two questions: When is
shame appropriate?
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Shame is a Good Thing (Sometimes)
"Keeping it private is important, because ETS is very big ... free math review
document. The organization also provides a content outline for each subject test, plus
a digital practice book ...
What the GRE Test Is and How to Prepare
Like Holden Caulfield, they got kicked out of school, albeit not for flunking math—their
... narratives. Books by writers like Harriet Jacobs and Frederick Douglass were big
sellers.
America Doesn’t Know How to Read the Work of Black Writers
The first thing to come from that was this article providing the relevant math and
some big-picture graphics ... recent article (and in his forthcoming book in a more
general way), one can ...
Cap Rate Compression Threatens Net Lease REITs: Which Are Most Impacted?
They can only make these big ideas happen if they have at least a modicum ... how
governments divide their budgets or collect taxes. A math assignment might involve a
money component.
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